Meade’s new 8-inch LX65 ACF telescope
Review by Ken Hewitt-White first published in SkyNews magazine, January/February 2019.

We test-drive Meade’s latest computer-controlled catadioptric reflector.
Meade’s freshly minted LX65 8-inch
telescope certainly has extras. It
boasts Advanced Coma-Free (ACF)
optics, a computerized GoTo mount
with motorized tracking, capacity for
two telescopes and Meade’s
AudioStar control system software,
which offers brief “Astronomer
Inside” recorded voice descriptions of
chosen celestial objects.
The instrument arrived in two
reinforced cardboard cases. The 8inch
telescope
and
various
accessories, (a red-dot finder, a star
diagonal and a 26mm Super Plossl
eyepiece) filled one box; the mount,
tripod and electronic accessories
were in the other. Before observing, I
took
out
the
well-packed
components and examined them
carefully.
The optical tube assembly, or OTA, is
46 centimetres (18 in) long. With its
compact catadioptric design, the
instrument resembles a conventional
Schmidt-Cassegrain telescope with a
2,032-millimetre, f/10 optical train.
The OTA is relatively light (under 5.
5kg/12 lb) and easy to carry, thanks to
a handle at the back. And it’s well
built. The LX65 passed an unplanned
test (kids, don’t try this at home)
when it rolled off a low storage shelf
in my office and fell exactly one foot
onto the carpeted floor – to no ill
effect. Whew!

GET UP AND GOTO. Meade’s new LX65 8-inch ACF features a
computerized single arm alt-az mount with computerized, GoTo
pointing and plenty of extras. Note the convenient holder for the
hand unit and helpful handles on the tube assembly and mount.
Fully assembled, the instrument weighs about 18 kilograms
(40lb). Photo by Gary Seronik.

The altazimuth (alt-az), single arm fork mount likewise sports a helpful handle. This hefty unit (almost
8.5 kg/19 lb) attaches without tools to the adjustable-height steel tripod via three thumbscrews
beneath the tripod head. The mount’s Vixen-style dovetail bracket and locking knob ensure secure
attachment of the 8-inch OTA. Interestingly, a second dovetail bracket allows users to attach an

additional scope on the same mount. However, the mount’s alt-az nature means that it’s not suitable
for long-exposure astrophotography.

ALL IN THE DETAILS. Eight C-cell batteries, above (not included), power the LX65. Input ports on the altitude
arm permit connecting to an external power source. The star diagonal, top right, accepts 1 ¼ -inch eyepieces,
such as the included 26mm Super Plossl eyepiece shown here. Upgrading to a larger diagonal will permit the
use of 2-inch oculars. The corrector plate, right, of the LX65 8-inch is recessed less than one inch from the
front of the tube assembly and, as such, is exposed to both wayward fingertips and damp night air. A dew
shield would be a useful accessory to have. Left photo by Ken Hewitt-White. Right photos by Gary Seronik.]

Dual scoping, anyone?
Thanks to its dual dovetail saddles, the LX65 mount will accept a second telescope. After attaching a
Meade 4-inch refractor (close to the recommended weight limit of seven pounds /3 kg), I expected
increased shaking. Surprisingly, the reverse was true – having scopes on both sides of the single-arm
fork helped balance the load.
There are adjustment knobs to make the second scope aim in exactly the same direction as the main
scope. Be careful, though: Turn the wrong knob in the dark, and you might cause the companion scope
to fall off! I advise trueing up the tubes on a daylight target.

SIDE SADDLE. An extra dovetail bracket, far right, permits attaching a second, smaller telescope to the
mount. Fine adjustment screws, right, allow the auxiliary scope to be precisely aimed to match the view in
the main instrument. The uppermost knob operates the altitude clutch lock.

Setting up
To prepare for an observing session, I set up the telescope in the “home position”. All three
components – tripod, mount and OTA – needed to be exactly level, the horizontal OTA aiming either
true north or magnetic north. The accompanying 50-page instruction booklet suggests the latter, and
an eyepiece-shaped compass with a built-in bubble level is provided to assist in the process. But I
found homing on true north was easier for me in my north-facing suburban yard.
Loosening the clutch on the mount’s altitude arm allowed me to manually level the tube. There is no
manual motion in azimuth – to move the scope on that axis, one must power up the mount. Electricity
is supplied by installing eight C-cell batteries (not included) in the base of the mount. A port on the

altitude arm permits using an AC power adapter (not included) or a portable 12-volt DC power supply
(cable not included). For the purpose of this review, I stuck with the batteries.
After eyeballing level and north, I switched on the computer-control hand unit and answered the usual
prompts in the two-line LCD screen for date and time. (Earlier, I’d keyed in the latitude and longitude
of my observing site – a crucial preliminary step). Next was the star-alignment procedure to ensure
GoTo pointing accuracy. I expect newbie stargazers will love it.
The “Easy Alignment” option chooses two bright alignment stars for you. During my early-autumn
testing, the software decided to start with brilliant Arcturus in the western sky. The machine slewed
rapidly (and loudly!) the long way around, through some 270 degrees, to the target. (The AudioStar
control system has a “Quiet Slew” command to limit the speed by a little less than half). AudioStar
overshot Arcturus, but I nudged the scope in altitude and azimuth until the star was centred in the
red-dot finder and the supplied Super Plossl 26mm eyepiece, which gives roughly a ⅔-degree wide
field.
When I keyed ENTER, the sidereal drive kicked in and the LX65 automatically moved to the second
alignment candidate, Altair. After centring Altair, I hit ENTER again and the screen displayed
“Alignment Successful”. Amazingly, the alignment result was always good, night after night.
Subsequent GoTo commands would consistently place my quarry in (or very near) the field of the
26mm eyepiece. My eyeballing worked!

Exploring with the LX65
It was time to observe. The hand unit’s AudioStar software contains a database of roughly 30,000
celestial objects the telescope can locate and track at the push of a key and offers a “Guided Tour”
and “Tonight’s Best” selection of sky objects (accompanied by the “Astronomer Inside” voice
descriptions) tailored to when I’m actually observing. Most of my priorities were on those AudioStar
tours, but I preferred finding my own way around.
I began by star testing the scope’s optics with my alignment star, Altair. In a 9mm Tele Vue eyepiece
(generating 226x), Altair exhibited perfectly concentric rings both inside and outside of focus around
a tiny Airy disc – indicating very good optical quality. I detected no astigmatism and found images to
be coma-free almost to the edge of the field.
When the evening air was steady, I experimented with magnifications ranging from 78x (the supplied
26mm eyepiece) to 290x (a 7mm Nagler) on a variety of objects. The Moon, of course, was an arresting
sight. I’d key in a slow slew speed and cruise up and down the lunar terminator, examining ragged
craters, jagged mountains and winding rilles. Even though Saturn rode low on the ecliptic, the LX65
showed the Cassini Division in the ansae of the planet’s impressive rings. It was the same low elevation
story for Mars, but the scope picked up the dark mass of Syrtis Major plus a tiny white polar cap on
the orangey gibbous disc.
The famous Double-Double, Epsilon Lyrae, resolved beautifully at high power, as did gorgeous Gamma
Andromedae – a colourful pair comprising deep yellow and sky-blue dots. The marquee globular
cluster M13 yielded considerable resolution in my 7mm eyepiece. The Ring Nebula, M57, was a grey
doughnut; the Dumbbell Nebula, M27, a misty apple core.

During the predawn hours, I indulged in some favourite winter wonders. M42, the Orion Nebula, was
glorious. Its teensy Trapezium, fully resolved, was enveloped in wispy wings of nebulosity spanning
the 26mm eyepiece field. The open cluster M35 was also a glittering, field-filling delight.
All in all, it was a night of very enjoyable backyard viewing.

Quibbles and complaints
No telescope is perfect, and if I had to highlight this instrument’s greatest shortcoming, it would be
that the mount jiggled every time I touched the focuser. Vibrations took at least four seconds to settle
down with each of my (admittedly fussy) focusing attempts. Thankfully, the sidereal drive would keep
my delicate treasure in place until the shaking stopped. Given that the 8-inch is the largest of several
OTAs offered with the LX65 mount, it’s possible that this configuration represents the worst-case
scenario.
I also found that in same orientations, highpower images jittered every few seconds as the
scope tracked. And there was a bit of backlash:
A slow slew in altitude (not azimuth) to centre
an object in the eyepiece often resulted in the
scope stopping as expected but the backing off
almost one-third of a high-power field.
The listing of celestial objects in the hand unit’s
software is generally comprehensive but at
times frustrating to access. All clusters – both
globular and open – are lumped together in one
long list. The galaxy entries suffer from a
mishmash of names and numbers and are
offered in no order a novice would find helpful.
Under “Named Objects”, there’s a mixture of
recognizable stuff (Pinwheel Galaxy, Lagoon
Nebula, etc.) but also alpha-numeric exotica like
PKS0405-12 and PHL 909 (quasars) and GRS
1915-105 (a black hole!). Under “Deep Sky”, I
scrolled past headings for galaxies, nebulas,
planetary nebulas, clusters, quasars, and, yes,
black holes. After all that came enter-thenumber catalogues for the IC, NGC and Caldwell
catalogues and, at the very end, the popular
Messier catalogue.

COSMIC CONTROLLER. The AudioStar hand unit is
mostly intuitive to operate; however, the author
recommends learning its basic functions indoors
before observing. An introductory guide to the
hand unit, including a menu tree, is found in the
LX65 instruction booklet. Photo by Gary Seronik.

The bottom line
Despite the problems outlined above, I enjoyed working with the LX65. The superb ACF optics and
GoTo capability enabled me to enjoy a wealth of sky objects in my light-polluted city sky. I can
recommend the 8-inch for novices (they’ll love the “Astronomer Inside” and “Guided Tour” features)
and for experience observers ready to upgrade to a larger, well-equipped telescope that’s quick to set
up and remarkably portable too.

Summary
A moderately priced, highly portable 8-inch GoTo scope that produces fine views of planets and deepsky-objects.

Pluses
•
•
•

Excellent optics
Dual telescope capability
Convenient handles on mount and tube

Minuses
• Slight backlash after shifting in altitude
• No manual azimuth motion
• Hand-unit catalogues poorly organized

